Now, when I say that I am in the habit of going to sea whenever I begin to grow hazy about the eyes, and begin to be over conscious of my lungs, I do not mean to have it inferred that I ever go to sea as a passenger.

Ditch the coffee shop... and join a community!
Since 2005, the Write Here, Write Now workshops have given literary artists a place to develop their writing with experienced instructors who offer productive feedback and encouragement. Multi-week and one-day sessions in various genres explore technique, craft, and professional development. WHWN writers have read their work at public events, contributed to a professionally published anthology, and entered MFA writing programs.

With sessions at Creative Alliance in Baltimore, Towson Arts Collective, and Howard County Center for the Arts, WHWN is the area’s only on-going series of workshops for writers.

For complete information, regularly check the Write Here, Write Now section at CityLitProject.org, follow the WHWN page on Facebook, or call 410-274-5691. CityLit Project is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization.

“I took this workshop to start to write. I was so impressed by the level of talent and enjoyed every minute.” — Barbara Friedland